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BGSU committee studies 
3-year college program 
By Mary Wey 
Maaagtag Editor 
Some of the University s 
administratnrs and faculty members 
are in Ihe process of studying a 
proposal for a new undergraduate 
academic program called the Modular 
Achievement Program i MAP I. 
If the program is approved by heads 
of the University and various councils 
it will begin in September and will lead 
its participating students to a 
bachelor's degree 
A study of the MAP was requested by 
President Pollis A Moore. Jr The 
program will be funded by a $142,000 
grant from the Carnegie Corporation of 
New York 
Announcement of the grant followed 
by four days a Carnegie Commission 
report written by Dr Cieorge I'erman. 
vice provost for instruction and 
instructional services. Dr Michael 
Ferrari, coordinator of planning and 
budgeting, Gary Woditsch. assistant to 
the provost. and Hi Richard Giardina. 
assistant professor of political science, 
explaining the program and its 
redefinition of the bachelor s degree 
BASICALLYthe program intends to 
tighten the first two years of college 
work into one by revising course 
offerings This would allow a student to 
complete his college education in three 
years 
Freshmen enrolling in the program 
will spend their first year taking 
courses outlined for Little College 
I'umamties Cluster College and the 
newly formed Science Cluster College 
After completing the work required 
in these three colleges, a student in the 
program is considered to be of junior 
status 
Hi Richard Giardina. head ol the 
MAP. said, however, that the program 
does not necessarily limit a student to 
only three years of college education 
I'e said the program offers various 
alternatives including a work-study 
option where a stuaenl can participate 
in Little College. Pumanities and 
Science Cluster Colleges his first year, 
and then as part of the program, spend 
a year working outside the University. 
According to Dr Ciardina. this 
option is for students who need extra 
money or want to spend some time 
working before they graduate 
AFTER WORKING for a year the 
student would then come back to the 
University and pursue two final years 
of education providing strong 
specialization toward individual career 
objectives 
"We like to think our people I those in 
the-program i will be more specialized, 
more ready for employment ithan 
students in the traditional four year 
program > because the field ol 
concentration is greater Dr Ciardina 
said 
iv said the MAP has Dr Moore's 
'' complete endorsement 
Dr Moore is 'extremely 
enthusiastic about the MAP because 
he is concerned about opening "new 
career patterns." and is very hot on 
trying to do anything he can lo ease the 
burden " students face financially while 
attending college. Dr  Ciardina said 
According to Dr Ciardina Ihe MAP 
"will demand much more of a student 
in terms ol motivation" than does the 
traditional four year academic 
program because each student in the 
MAP will work at his own pace, and 
advancement will be based on 
achievement of goals and objectives 
rather than the number of 
accumulative credit hours 
ESTABLISHING criteria lor 
measuring a students level ol 
achievement will be the major task of 
the project officials, he said 
Dr. Giardina said the "whole idea 
behind the program does not revolve 
around time Our program, in effect, 
says that Ihe number ol hours you take 
is really less important than your 
performance or achievement Credits 
and hours are irrelevant 
Pe said of the approximately 3.200 
incoming freshmen in September, 200 
will be chosen for the program 
According to Dr. Giardina. the 
program hopes lo represent a cross 
section of the entire freshman class not 
just those freshmen who received high 
scores on ACT tests or had 4 0 high 
school averages 
I'e said Ihe program is not an 
"honors program" and is not "for a 
select few " 
In a release sent to the University's 
news service. Dr Moore was quoted. 
'This is not a program just for the 
gifted They've always been able to gel 
through college in three years if they 
wanted lo do so We'll be working with 
students who have a broad range of 
abilities and career interests 
DR. GIARDINA said the program is 
especially seeking students with some 
interest in the social sciences, either 
from I liberal arts, a business, or an 
•ducal ion perspective 
I'e said a student who signs up in the 
MAP may drop the program at any 
tune 
I'e added that professors teaching in 
the program may also ask a student to 
drop the program if they feel Ihe 
student is not sufficiently motivated or 
is not benefiting from the program. 
Dr Ciardina emphasized that the 
purpose ol the proposed MAP is not lo 
act as a replacement for the traditional 
four year academic program and does 
not claim to be more academically 
worthwhile 
I'e Stressed that the traditional 
programs are "extremely worthwhile" 
lor most students and the proposed 
MAP docs not claim to be " worse or 
belter" only different 
The MAP will offer students looking 
for something different an alternative 
to traditional education. 
Students to attend 
Miami convention 
By Ann Hofbaurr 
Editor 
About 25 students from Bowling 
Green Site University will leave for 
Miami this weekend to research' 
various facets of the Democratic 
national convention in an attempt to 
interpret it theoretically in terms of 
political science literature. 
The Miami Convention Course, 
headed by Dr William C Spragens, 
associate professor of political science. 
was offered in the first summer session 
as a work-study course for three to 
eight hours of credit The class will 
spend three weeks in Bowling Green 
preparing for and summing up the two 
week stay in Miami. 
Accomodations have been provided 
for $5 a night at the University of 
Miami, about a 45 minute drive from 
the convention hall Since no parking is 
provided near the hall, buses will 
shuttle observers back and forth. 
THE FIRST two weeks ol the sum- 
mer session have been spent in 
preparation for the convention The 
class has discussed readings designed 
to give background about the conven- 
tion, talked about the strategies of the 
candidates and their basic positions and 
planned research projects which can be 
conducted on an individual or team 
basis 
While in Miami, the students will be 
briefed each morning on Ihe events of 
the day, Dr Spragens said However, 
after the briefing they are on their own 
Dr Spragens said he hopes to be able 
lo gel some credentials that will give 
them access to the convention hall 
"We have had pretty good indication 
that there will be some credentials for 
us in Miami although we will probably 
have to go stand in line," he said. 
Dr. Spragens said a basic problem 
with getting credentials is the physical 
lack of space t.'e said the national 
Democratic party had considered set- 
ting aside gallery passes for academic- 
groups But when only four groups ap- 
plied for passes, it was decided that the 
passes would be distributed on a first- 
come first-served basis 
Although summer school classes have only 
been in session two weeks, if wo» already 
too much for one student. Gary Markoff, 
sophomore (A4S), of Fostoria catches a few 
winks in the shade of yon towering trees in 
inner campus. 
HOWEVER. DR. Spragens said closed 
circuit television coverage of the pro- 
ceedings will be available in the hotel 
lobbies 
Activities during the week of the 
convention (July 10-141 will include a 
vote by the full convention on the 
platform, nomination and vote for 
president and vice president as well as 
acceptance speeches. 
"They expect to get all this finished 
before Thursday night when the conven- 
tion is scheduled to close." Dr. 
Spragens said "I don't think it will be 
finished by Thursday It will probably 
goon into Friday " 
• to page 3 
Karma: successful beyond dreams' 
By Doag Hashes 
Staff Reporter 
After almost three months of 
operation. Karma. Bowling Greens 
first   drop-in   drug   center   has  been 
successful beyond the wildest of 
dreams" according lo Dr. Marvin 
Kumler. director of counseling 
services for the center 
"We expected it to start off slowly 
and build, but instead we've been very 
busy straight from the start,    he said. 
Dr. Kumler. associate professor of 
psychology, said the center's success 
has been largely due to Ihe 
overwhelming support by volunteer 
counselors and local donations. 
"Law enforcement officials have 
also been very helpful and cooperative 
in creating an environment of trust and 
Karma, Bowling Green's drop-in drug center, 
has counselors on the job 24 hours a day, 
seven days a weak. Wide us* is mode of the 
center, proving the value of Karma to the 
Bowling Green community. 
confidence,    he continued 
THE CENTER, located at 525 Pike 
St , aids drug users with personal and 
telephone counseling service 1352- 
BACKi 24 hours a day. seven days a 
week It also offers drug acceptance 
and analysis on an anonymous basis 
Dr Kumler said every sample is 
checked to see whether it is a narcotic 
or any other type of dangerous drug "A 
large porportion of drug samples that 
people have assumed to be 
hallucinogens have turned out not lo 
be," Dr Kumler said 
People must also realize that 
although there is some marijuana 
growing wild around the Bowling Green 
area, not every five or seven leaf plant 
is marijuana." he said 
Dr Kumler also said the increased 
use of sopors i pronounced soapers I in 
the Bowling Green area is one of the 
most serious drug problems 
"THEY I sopors I are a sedative 
hypnotic drug which are a type of 
downers." he said Sopors are used 
mostly by people who think they aren't 
addictive Dr. Kumler emphasized thai 
the drug can be addictive 
"Although the majority of cases are 
not addictive, there have been 
increasing reports that the drug can 
cause physical dependence within a 
period of two weeks." he said. 
"The dangerous withdrawal, which 
can be life threatening and much worse 
than heroin, can also require 15 days of 
hospitalization. Withdrawal symptoms 
include feelings of illness, muscle 
tremors and serious convulsions." Dr. 
Kumler said 
According to Dr. Kumler. the wide 
use of the drug is a result of the 
misinformation supplied in the 
Physician's Desk Reference tPDRi. In 
this publication, which lists all 
pharmaceutical materials available, 
the manufacturers of the drug state 
that it is not addictive, he said. 
ALTHOUGH  KARMA  has  not  had 
any reported addictions to the drug, 
there have been at least four or five 
cases at other midwest centers within 
the last month 
Since the majority of the center's 
volunteer workers are college students, 
a great many were lost due to summer 
vacation Powever. half of the 
counseling staff was retained, which 
was more than expected. Dr. Kumler 
said 
"A lot of people said 
it wouldn't work, 
but it clearly has." 
- Dr. Marvin Kumler 
"Our roughest period is the break 
between quarters," he said. "Right 
now September looks like it may be a 
pretty hairy month " 
THIS WEEK the center will be 
starting more screening of volunteer 
counselors Those wishing to donate 
their time and services should call or 
visit Karma at any time. 
Since Karma is one of the few centers 
to use counselors who have not taken 
drugs, many were skeptical as to its 
success, according to Dr. Kumler. 
"A lot of people said it wouldn't 
work, but it clearly has. I feel that 
since the service aims at a person-to- 
person relationship it is more 
important that the person is interested 
in people, rather than if he has taken 
drugs." he said. 
The center also provides a public 
information service which involves 
other segments of the community and a 
number of programs which are now 
being set up for drug education in the 
Schools, he said 
These programs range from one hour 
to an hour a day for a period of two 
weeks, with the school using Karma s 
staff as it sees lit. Dr Kumler 
explained 
"This is where the counselors are 
taking Ihe lion's share of work." he 
said Training seminars providing 
curriculum guidelines lor teachers are 
also being set up 
LOOKING AHEAD Dr Kumler said 
there are several programs which are 
in the planning stages One of these is 
a smoking withdrawal clinic lor those 
who wish to quit or cut down on their 
smoking This will probably go into 
effect  sometime  in  July Another 
program is the formation of activity 
groups" consisting ol a counseling 
leader and a group of clients which 
would select a community service 
activity. "We hope to have this in 
practice by the end of summer or early 
fall." said Dr Kumler 
"A change 1 would like to see 
implemented would be making 
provisions for people to stay at Karma 
lor short periods of time to gel them 
out ol the situation they're in." he said. 
"HOWEVER, the expense of added 
facilities, along with the slowness of 
federal funding would not make this 
practical in the very near future." he 
said 
Since Karma s opening two new 
members of the board of directors have 
been added 
For the second lime in a row. the 
counselors (who may elect one 
member i have elected Raun 
McMasters 
The other member. Dr Richard 
Pearse. head of general practice al 
Wood County Pospital. has been named 
medical consultant for Karma Pe 
succeeds Dr JR Myers, who left 
Bowling Green for additional 
training 
Millett proposes 
change in fees 
UPI- 
John Millett. chancellor of the Ohio 
Board of Regents, has recommended a 
reduction in student fees at Ohio's two- 
year public colleges to a maximum of 
$150 a quarter. 
- At the same time. Millett proposed 
that fee charges at four-year public 
institutions be boosted from a 
maximum $210 to $400 a quarter. 
Millett also proposed a loan program 
for both public and private college 
students. 
Under the educational opportunity 
loan program a $600 annual loan would 
be available for students., 
The loan would be repaid starting 
five years after graduation or when 
income exceeded $12,000 a year, 
whichever came first. 
Millett says his proposals are 
personal recommendations only. They 
will soon be considered by the full 
board. 
Millett is leaving the board July 1 to 
become a national educational consultant. 
Pe*e 1/The SO N«w., Thwndoy, Jon. 39.-1973 
convention 
opinion 
job application blues 
: 
: 
The Democratic party's credentials committee has recently 
been faced with challenges that the California winner- take-all 
primary was unfair. 
Prior to the primary, not a word was heard from any of the 
candidates, protesting the application of majority rule in the 
primary and its importance as a critical power in the 
conventions. 
Is it the rumblings of a sour-grapes attitude from the 
candidates and their delegates who did not win in California? 
Or have they suddenly all been enlightened with the pangs of 
righteousness and the fervor of reform? 
The candidates agreed to play the game with full knowledge of 
the rules. All of the candidates were aware that the California 
primary was a winner-take-all system before the balloting took 
place. 
We hope the Democratic convention isn't going to be a 
battleground for the party factions like the 1968 convention in 
Chicago. 
Surely we must have learned something in the four years since 
that fiasco. 
carnegie fund 
We commend Bowling Green State University administrators on 
the development of the Modular Achievement Program (MAP), 
funded by a $142,000 grant from the Carnegie Corporation in New 
York 
This program, which would lead to a bachelor's degree, would 
tighten the first two years of college work into one by revising 
required course offerings. 
The MAP will be offered to 200 freshmen in the fall quarter's 
entering class, and will allow students to complete a college 
education in three years if they desire. 
The advantages of such a program are obvious. 
Students enrolled in the program will not be bogged down by 
hours of worthless requirements that have no relation to their 
major fields. 
The program.by allowing students to receive a college degree in 
three years instead of four, reduces the cost and time of attending 
college. 
Such a program has been a long time coming. Its commitment 
to curriculum reform will better meet the needs of students and 
offer them more than just four years spent in an educational 
institution. 
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voter facilitation 
By Kathy Fraxe 
Guest Columnist 
If a college education can't guarantee 
a person a job, what can? 
During a devastatingly unsuccessful 
attempt last week to find a part-time job 
to supplement my summer income, I 
stumbled across the answer 
It's simple-just be prepared to prove 
to a potential employer that you don't 
smoke, you don't chew, and you don't go 
with the boys (or girls) that do. 
It's as easy as that. 
I DISCOVERED this little truth while 
filling out an application form for a part- 
time typing job. 
I don't mind draining someone else's 
ink pen to explain to a personnel 
manager where my parents and 15 and 
17-year-old brothers work or what 
illnesses I've suffered in my 21 years 
But when halfway through the form, the 
company sneaks in a question like "Wave 
you ever been drunk?" I begin to wonder 
what the boss has up his sleeve. 
And I get downright annoyed when the 
next question asks how much "whiskey, 
beer and/or wine" I consume in one 
week. 
Then there was the question asking if 1 
smoked, how much and what I the form 
didn't say whether a brand name would 
The Office of Voter Facilitation, 325 
Williams fall. will continue functioning 
this summer as an aid to students wish- 
ing to register to vote in the 1972 general 
elections 
According to Jeanne Keeler. director of 
Voter Facilitation, to quality for 
registration to vote persons must 
-- be 18 years of age bv November 7. 
1972 
- be residents ot their voting state tor 6 
months 
- be residents ol their voting countv 
lor 30 days 
-- register by October 9,1972 
Students now attending summer school 
who were also in Bowling Green spring 
quarter are eligible to register to vote in 
Bowling Green at this time 
STUDENTS NOW attending summer 
school, but whowere not in Bowling 
Green previously will not meet the 30- 
day residency requirement until July It. 
On that date they will then be eligible to 
register and vote in Bowling Green 
All students wishing to vote in their 
home county by absentee ballot who have 
not yet registered to vole in their home 
county may register to vote at the Wood 
County Board of elections and have their 
registration transferred to the county of 
their choice 
Students who have previously register- 
ed lo vote in another county, but wish to 
vote in Bowling Green may go to the 
Wood County Board of Elections. 500 
Lehman Ave , and have their registra- 
tion transferred to Bowling Green when 
the 30-day residency requirement is met. 
The Wood County Board of Elections 
will be open for registration from 8:30 
a in -12 30 p.m. and 1 30-4 30 p m until 
October 9. 
The Office of Voter Facilitation, will 
be open from 10:00 a m till noon Monday 
through Friday Information about vot- 
ing procedures, political parties and can- 
didate platforms can be obtained from 
the Voter Facilitation Office 
For further information concerning 
registration, contact the Office of Voter 
Facilitation (372-20471 or the Wood 
County Board of Elections (353*381 1. 
do or if the name of a dealer would 
suffice). 
AND, FINALLY right before the end 
of the form, the clincher: Did I belong to 
any subversive organizations? 
Since I'm a college student, and 
everyone knows college students are 
nothing more than drunken, pot- 
smoking, anti-establishment 
subversives. 1 didn't answer the 
questions. 
The personnel manager couldn't 
understand why. 
I told him I couldn't see any connection 
between them and the job I was seeking. 
I1'- chuckled and said there was 
nothing in the form that should disturb a 
cleancut young lady-and besides, the 
application form was merely a 
composite of questions designed for 
every type of job available, so the 
questions to which I objected might not 
even apply in my case 
HE GLANCED through the 
application, stopping as he came to the 
first blank-drinking 
I'd be willing to bet that the average 
21-year-old has been drunk at least once 
in his life. In most cases, the experience 
hasn't destroyed his integrity 
But. if he were to be truthful when 
filling out this type of job application, 
he'd be going down on record as a drunk 
The personnel manager said no. no. no. 
the next question (how much of what per 
week)     distinguishes     toe    once-uva- 
11li'timc drunk from the alcoholic. 
However, what applicant in his right 
mind is going to admit he drinks a fifth of 
whiskey each night? Or a bottle of wine? 
Or a six-pack of beer? Even if the 
shamefaced applicant answers that he 
and his buddies are apt to knock off a six- 
pack or two on the weekend, what does 
that admission have to with whether or 
not he's a dependable worker? 
But the following question takes care 
of that, the personnel manager replies It 
asks if the applicant is a steady worker. 
So what applicant is going to say that 
he isn't? 
But, says the personnel manager, the 
next question will PROVE whether or 
not he's a steady worker. It asks for his 
ideals in life. 
Obviously, it's up to the employer to 
decide what ideals motivate a 
dependable, steady worker Does a 
desire to get ahead mean the applicant 
will be dependable, or that he'll be a 
ruthless cutthroat'' 
DOES A LOVE of beauty mean he'll be 
apt to cut out of work on a beautiful 
summer day. or he'll dolefully report for 
duty, content to occasionally glance out 
the window at other people enjoying the 
weather? 
How does the company know what a 
person's ideals prove? 
It doesn't It just guesses And those 
guesses may be completely off base. 
That still leaves the question about 
subversive organizations. The applicant 
is not asked lo list the groups to which he 
belongs: he is just expected to indicate 
whether or not he's a member of a 
subversive organization. 
The problem here is deciding what is 
subversive and what isn't Some people 
say a university is a subversive 
institution, so does the college student 
say yes or no? 
Others say student publications are 
subversive, so does the student journalist 
say yes or no? 
Is he subversive if he participated in a 
peace march? An anti-war rally? 
Is he subversive if he's contributed to a 
fellow student's bail? Or if he's read 
books by such degenerates as Marx. 
Lenin. Jerry Rubin. Abbie Hoffman or 
Barry Goldwater? 
THE LEAST THE company can do is 
give a hint as to what it considers a 
subversive organization, whether it be 
Vietnam Veterans Against the War or 
the Young Republicans 
Of course, even if it did indicate what 
it considers subversive, the question 
would still be a waste of time. The true 
subversive would say he's not a member 
of any such organization and leave it at 
that 
What it boils down to is the company- 
wastes ink. paper and the applicant's 
time with forms like this one Questions 
about drinking, smoking, and subversive 
organizations don't really prove a thing. 
They're just an insult to a job 
applicant's intelligence. 
wmmmmmm 
LETTERS 
human life influences many 
By Herald P. Wyndham 
Guest Columnist 
Editor's Note: This letter was sub- 
mitted as a human interest story about a 
Bowling Green State University graduate 
at a tribute from her son. 
On the Monday after Easter, in the 
early morning. I'enny Wyndham died of 
cancer in Kenton. Ohio The mother of 
four children-two of them Bowling 
Green State University graduates-was 
50 years old and married to C.P. Wynd- 
ham. a Kenton accountant. 
She completed her BA work and gradu- 
ated from Bowling Green Summa Cum 
Laude in June. 1971. That achievement 
was the result of an ambition which 
spanned a quarter-century, an ocean and 
a World War 
Born in 1921 in Berlin. Germany. 
I'enny Schmidt was raised in the cos- 
mopolitan world of a rising German 
metallurgist and industrialist. 
Her childhood was simple, but her 
father gave her ample introduction to the 
cultural heritage of Europe, including 
Opera, the museums and much travel. 
SHE WAS pursuing a Masters Degree 
in Organic Chemistry at the university in 
Munich when the Second World War 
intervened. As she was about to take her 
final examinations, the university was 
bombed and she was kept from graduat- 
ing. 
In the turbulent aftermath, she mar- 
ried C.P Wyndham. an American Mas- 
ter-sergeant, and came with him and her 
first-bom child to America. 
Here, for almost 20 years, she dili- 
gently contented herself with the task of 
raising children and making a secure. 
comfortable household 
She satisfied intellectual desire* with 
the challenge of teaching herself fluent 
English reading and writing, and by com- 
posing novels, short-stones and sketches 
of German life, which she kept in a pri- 
vate drawer 
As her two oldest children entered col- 
lege, she decided to do so too Her inten- 
sion was to secure quickly a teaching 
certificate, thus allowing her to teach 
•German in high school-which she was al- 
ready capable of doing-and supplement 
the family income. It was not as simple 
as she had expected. 
OF HER YEARS of study in Munich, 
only 25 credits would transfer So, she be- 
gan the years of commuting, 
corresponding and squeezing three full 
school years into an already crowded 
family schedule. 
ments which plague most students: 
spineless bureaucracy, absurd .restric- 
tions, unnecessary requirements immov- 
able without dynamite, and unbudgeable 
deans who love the letter of the law Al- 
so, in mid-stride she experienced cancer 
In the spring of 1970, her days were 
suddenly limited, her career as a student 
supposedly ended With this 'sort of 
determination and day-at-a-time cour- 
age which typifies the Reader's Digest 
articles, she continued to live around. 
over and through the cancer. 
She returned lo Bowling Green full- 
time, summer and winter. She took diffi- 
cult loads and retained a four-point aver- 
age. 
She ignored the cancer best she could 
and, for a time, it seemed she had actual- 
ly defeated it When she graduated, she 
was contemplating taking a Masters in 
German, if things did not get worse. 
THINGS GOT worse. The grim winter 
of 1971-72. which still has the mid-west in 
its bone-chilling clutches, aggravated 
her condition and sent her on weekly 
trips to University Hospital in Columbus 
As the trips became more frequent and 
extensive, most hope of doing some 
teaching with her new degree faded. 
And. on Easter, it ended 
What ended0 This is a question for the 
family, of course, but also, in this case, 
perhaps for the families of other women 
who are also struggling for degrees and 
fighting disease. 
Although she did not get to use her 
hard-won degree, the very act of achiev- 
ing it was a triumph and a satisfaction 
which further academic efforts could 
only embellish. 
She experienced great enjoyment in 
the challenges of the classroom, and 
even more, in the private pursuit of 
study, thinking and writing which had un- 
til then been restrained by family-life 
and the cultural limitations of a small 
town. 
She finally had a large library at her 
disposal, the freedom of being on her own 
again and the stimulation of matching 
her wits and intellect against the minds 
of young people and staid professors. 
SHE BLOSSOMED. She expanded, 
even as the cancer was expanding, and 
she enriched herself and the world by the 
very process of working for the degree. 
So--what ended? Surely the extension 
of a personality through space and time, 
what we call "living." ended. But the vis- 
ible and emotional passage of her life 
through the lives of others has not ended. 
The people who were influenced by 
Kenny Wyndham are very much aware 
of that influence. There are others who 
will be influencd without knowing it. 
A human life, stopped arbitrarily by 
death, cannot be destroyed. Like a sealed 
plant, it continues to live vitally and it's 
system of influence grows from person 
to person. 
This is not immortality. This is the 
simple fact of human society. Each life 
is a passionate expression, which, like a ' 
catalyst, achieves many changes and 
interactions which expand in subtle 
ways. 
It is the attempt of this short story to 
share the drama of one life's passage 
with those who may be benefitted by it's 
influence. 
And to ask. in the spirit of life and the 
love of learning, that any friend of I'enny 
Wyndham or the Wyndham family who 
wishes to express that friendship, may 
donate a book in her name to the Kardin 
County Library of Kenton, Ohio. 
old way 
The food service here has come to a 
sad plight. It used to be that one could go 
to  his   line,   show  his   card  and   eat • 
breakfast, lunch or supper. 
Now one is issued tickets which equal 
money: they sell you each meal The 
food service takes your money for board 
for the quarter and issues script that 
won't cover three square meals a day. 
What happens when you run out of 
script? The line I went through tonight 
forced people to buy script from passers- ' 
by and would not accept real money 
The old way was better: if one was 
down to his last nickel at the end of the 
quarter, he knew be could still get a meal 
using his meal ticket. 
G. William Burhoe 
208 Offenhauer West 
ThurwJoy, JIMM V), 1*73, The M N.«./Fo,. J 
Platforms denote party ideas 
Dr. William C. Spragem. associate professor of political 
science, is a veteran of many political campaigns He it taking 
a class to the Democratic national convention in Miami to 
observe the practical application of political science literature. 
0 from pog. I 
Daytime meetings of the 
committees will probably 
be held in the hotels but the 
evening sessions in the con- 
vention hall are theformal 
business meetings with the 
whole convention, he said 
The committees that will 
be presenting reports to the 
convention for approval 
when it open July 10 are the 
platform committee, the 
rules committee and the 
credentials committee 
THE PLATFORM com 
mittee draws up a platform 
which provides the basic 
direction of the party pro- 
gram It usually represents 
the dominant thinking in 
the party and may be 
drawn with the idea of the 
final candidate in mind 
Dr. Spragens said the 
platforms are also 
significant in placating 
interest groups While the 
committee is drawing up the 
platform, they have regional 
hearings in an attempt to get 
grassroots input, he said 
A   lew  davs  before  the 
Dormitory rules revised 
By Judy Cooper 
Stalf Reporter 
Revisions in residence hall 
policy and motor vehicle 
regulations were adopted by 
the University's Board of 
Trustees on June 2 
Although the new dorm 
policy will allow different 
rules to govern each dormi- 
tory. 24-hour visitation 
privileges will be in effect in 
some   residence   halls,   ac- 
cording 
action 
to    the    Board's 
University President I'ollis 
A Moore Jr told the 
board that students "were 
requesting the opportunity to 
live as adults in our resi- 
dence halls In keeping with 
past decisions on campus liv- 
ing, we should continue to of- 
fer as many options a>' pos- 
sible " 
Graduates filmed 
for sales campaign 
Who says the job market 
looks bad'' Things already 
look bright for Bowling 
Green's class of 72 
Even before removing 
their caps and gowns, it was 
evident that the graduates 
were destined to lame and 
stardom 
It seems the graduates 
will be starring in a movie 
shown coast to coast But. 
before you rush oil to your 
neighborhood theater, per- 
haps you should know that 
the film is not for public- 
showing 
It will be part of a sales 
promotion campaign planned 
by the Cadillac Division of 
General Motors The dim. 
entitled "Class of 73". will 
be shown to salesmen at an 
annual, national meeting to 
introduce Cadillac's new 73 
models 
PICTURES OF THE cars 
will be superimposed on the 
film of the graduation pro- 
cessional, which was photo- 
graphed by a helicopter Oth- 
er campus scenes filmed by- 
Cadillac include students 
studying during finals week 
The Bowling Green State 
University campus was 
chosen because of its 
proximity to Detroit, and the 
attractiveness of the 
campus. , 
One of the unfortunate out- 
comes of the event is that 
the graduates don't get paid 
for their acting perform- 
ances 
Oh well, that s show biz 
THE MAJORITY ot stu- 
dents who have signed up to 
live in residence halls next 
year have indicated they are 
in favor of 24-hour visitation 
rights More than 60 percent 
of the students said they pre- 
ferred to live in a hall with 
extended visiting rights 
The board revised the 
residence hall policy alter 
conducting a meeting with 
student representatives con- 
cerning the need for varia- 
tion! in dormitory policies 
I'owever. the results of a 
previous survey indicate that 
some students want more re- 
stnetions 
The board's motion made 
clear that any change in resi- 
dence hall policies should 
not be made at the expense 
ol dormitory security, study 
atmosphere, and acceptable 
personal conduct standards 
Kayetta Paulsen, acting 
dean of students, said that 
students who preler the pres 
ent visitation policy will be 
placed in residence halls 
where the current regula- 
tions will continue to exist 
Visitation is now 
permitted from noon lo 
midnight Monday through 
Friday, with hours extended 
to 1:30 Saturday and Sunday 
THE FIRST direct charge 
for faculty and stalf motor 
vehicle regulations was also 
approved    by    the    board 
An increase loin $15 to $20 
per year in automobile 
registration lees will go into 
effect this fall lor students, 
faculty and staff 
In the past the $15 fee has 
been waived for faculty and 
staff as a fringe benefit 
However, faculty and stall 
members will be required to 
pay $5 with the remaining 
$15 waived, according to the 
board 
In other board action two 
new majors in recreation 
and education were 
approved 
Developed by Ihe physical 
education and recreation de- 
partment, the recreation 
major is designed for both 
men and women students 
II will ofler three optional 
areas of concentration in 
recreation,   administration. 
recreation   leadership   and 
outdoor recreation 
A   major   and   minor   in 
psychology   lor   secondary 
education was also approved 
by the board 
e*»»eeeeee»e*eee»eeee»e»e 
Classes 
(lasses   will  be  held 
Friday.    June   30    and 
Monday.     July      3 
according     to     the 
j   Registrar's    Office 
[   There will be no classes 
!   Tuesday. Julv 4 
I 
i.irs BOOTSST 
SELECTED GROUP OF MEN'S AND WOMEN'S 
SANDALS 
Regularly From $7.99 to 9.99 
NOW $4.44 
Offer Good Anytime From June 29 through July 1, 1972 
STADIUM PLAZA 
IT'S 
oKfH 
THE 
PETIT TENDERLOIN 
Sandwiches 
Reuben 
Hot Pastrami 
Lox and What? 
Corn Beef 
2.95 
11 a.m. 
Ham. 
I a.m. weekends 
12 30 weekdays 
RESERVATIONS 
CALL 
353-7675 
WITH POTATO, AND YOUR OWN SAIA0 CREATION. FROM THE 
SALAD BAR 
CLUB STEAK 
POTATO. AND SALAD BAR DESIRES 
ENTERTAINMENT 
FBI. - SAT. 
STROLLING GUITARIST 
3.75 
This is 
SoF^ettyrjxg Differed 
945 South Main Street 
Bowling Green,Ohio 
hearings are held, private 
citizens and spokesmen for 
interest groups are invited 
to give testimony 
•'There us a kind of 
symbolic meaning in the 
platform if nothing else 
which gives clues about the 
nature of the presidential 
race." Dr. Spragens said 
"HOWEVER.it is up to the 
nominee how much 
emphasis he puts on a 
particular plank or area of 
the platform in the 
campaign," he continued 
According to Dr 
Spragens there have been 
instances of a candidate 
scuttling the platform en- 
tirely I'owever. he said 
there is usually unity on the 
major issues 
He said there may be more 
unity in the Republican 
party because its 
constituency base is 
narrower, while that of the 
Democratic     party     is 
broader 
Dr Spragens said there 
will probably be an eco- 
nomic liberalism plank, a 
peace plank, a civil rights 
Dlank and something on 
busing 
HE ADDED that he 
thinks there will be an 
amnesty plank which will 
provide amnesty for 
deserters and draft evad- 
ers after the war is over 
I'e said he thinks the 
Republican party platform 
will probably oppose tax 
reform, support Nixon on 
the war, try to throw good 
light on the economic situa- 
tion and take a conserva- 
tive stand on civil rights 
Governor George Wal- 
lace delegates will have ■ 
sizeable inlluence on plat- 
form planks. Dr Spragens 
said 
However, if it is a question 
of going with the blacks or 
Budget Council 
ends firsf year 
blacks or Wallace, the 
party would probably have 
to go with the blacks be- 
cause they supported the 
party in 1968 when Wallace 
ran as a third party he 
said 
"The party would prob- 
ably make conciliatory ges- 
tures toward him I think 
the main concern with the 
Wallace people will be to 
keep   them   from   walking 
out of the convention." Dr 
Spragens said 
The rules committee will 
also have to have the rules 
approved by the full 
convention The rules under 
consideration are those 
drawn up by the Fraser 
Commission, headed by 
Congressman Donald Kraser 
tD.Minn I. 
THE COMMISSION was 
originally organized follow- 
ing the Democratic Nation- 
al Convention ol 968 in 
Chicago as the McGovern 
Commission- -Committee 
on    Party   Structure    and 
Delegate Selection 
However. Senator George 
McGovern     D.-S.Dak.) 
Dak I resigned from the 
Commission when he an- 
nounced his candidacy for 
the presidency. 
Dr Spragens said the na- 
tional committee makes a 
preliminary recommenda- 
tion to the convention, but 
the convention itself makes 
the final decision and has 
the power to throw out the 
reforms completely. 
The credentials com- 
mittee considers chal- 
lenges concerning delegate 
selection and adherence to 
the rules of the convention 
Dr Spragens said he 
thinks one of the main chal- 
lenges facing the com- 
mittee will be from Cali- 
fornia 
The challenge to Cali- 
fornia, a winner take all 
primary state, is that the 
awarding of all the dele- 
gates to Senator George 
McGovern is in disagree- 
ment with the party's re- 
form guidelines, specifical- 
ly that barring "unit 
rules." The unit rule guide- 
line binds entire delega- 
tions to support a single 
candidate 
Dr Michael Ferrari, 
chairman of the University 
Budget Council, said the 
council successfully ended 
its first year of operation 
and carried out its major 
charge of making recom- 
mendations for the budget's 
distribution 
This past year the Council 
was primarily concerned 
with the internal matter of 
allocating the money already 
given to the University 
Dr. Ferrari said next (all 
Ihe Council will begin work 
on the biennial budget lor 
1973-75. This will entail 
identifying and articulating 
the budget needs of the 
various areas in order to get 
support from the Board of 
Regents in Columbus 
THE COUNCIL underwent 
a structured change during 
the year and is now com 
posed ol the provost, the vice 
president for operations, the 
vice president for public ser- 
vires. the vice president and 
secretary to the board of 
trustees. the academic 
deans, four (acuity members 
and (our Students 
Dr Ferrari said the feed- 
back the Council received 
this year indicated H should 
maintain its openness, main- 
tain its full disclosure or fis- 
cal matters and provide op- 
portunities for area chair 
men to express their own 
needs in addition to having 
their needs presented by the 
provost and academic deans 
He said the Council needs 
to provide mechanisms for 
more input into the Budget 
Council, but that he hopes 
this can be done without in- 
creasing (he size ol the Coun- 
cil. 
Alpenhorn Specials 
1/2 Spaghetti - Vi Lasagna 
• w meat sauce, Italian Salad, 
Bread & Butter     only 
Sandwiches 
• Meatball       • Stacked Ham 
• Stacked Corned Beef 
• Italian Salami 
e Stacked Roast Beef on 
e a bun or Italian bread     only 
$1.50 
$1.00 
Psttfa downtown BG 
mptelnn torn Hull MM.-S«. 
OHM* S.MH II II || MM  Sal 
Cloud SM Una Sawaif 
SI 3b Daily laKchaaa SMCUI II lo ? 30 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! 
CHERRY  HILL 
VILLAGE 
IS NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
AND BOASTS INCOMPARABLE FEATURES; 
• One and One Half Baths 
• Wall to Wall Carpeting 
• Refrigerator/Freezer, Disposal 
• FANTASTIC PARTY HOUSE 
• Central Heating and Airconditioning 
• Gas Range & Oven 
• Patio Gas Grills 
• INDOOR SWIMMING POOL 
Rental Agent - Suite 67 
741 HIGH St. 
352-6248 
Furnished Two Bedroom Suites 
as low as $57.50 /month with 4 occupants 
Special for Summer Students 
Full Summer Occupancy only $125/month 
Special Lease Terms Available 
BATES & SPRINGER, INC. 
Managers 
fat* 4/The M> New.. Thunder. June W, 1972 
Sfy/e influenced by father 
Drumm's art adorns campus 
By Mary Wry 
Maaafis* Editor 
Don       Druinni        the 
University's   first   artist-in 
residence,   is  not  only  an 
artist.       I'i' - an anti-war 
buff, an environmentalist, a 
humanitarian     IV    has   a 
definite attitude toward life 
' and toward his work IV has 
a    way    with    words,    a 
commanding personality. 
He. understands men 
struggling in an academic 
atmosphere and men living 
in the urban areas of our 
society. 
DON DRUMM is not only 
an artist-but expresses the 
DAIRY TWIST ICE CREAM SHOPPE 
WEEKEND SPECIAL 
BEST DARN SHAKES IN TOWN! 
JUST 29c 
Across from Harshman 
HOT DOGS POP 
CHICKEN SANDWICHES ICE CREAM 
many facets of his 
personality through his art 
Though his contract with 
the University ended last 
August, the sculptures and 
murals he designed will 
remain at the University as 
long as the University 
stands 
Drumm was hired by the 
former University 
president. Dr William T. 
Jerome in 1964. 
Drumm said after Dr. 
Jerome took one look at the 
campus all he said was. "My 
god' This campus is ugly." 
and set out to change the 
visual environment of the 
University through the art 
medium 
Drumm said although 
most people at the 
University didn't realize It, 
Dr. Jerome was a "great 
visionary." 
He <Dr. Jerome I saw that 
the visual campus is an 
important learning 
experiment jusl as the 
classroom." Drumm said 
ACCORDING TO 
Drumm. however, it was not 
unusual for state universities 
to be drab in appearance in 
the 1950s because the end of 
World War II brought 
hundreds of men back from 
the service and into colleges, 
forcing the rapid 
construction of academnic 
communities 
Today, the works ol 
Drumm can be seen almost 
everywhere on campus 
They have become a 
common sight. 
Many    students   voice    a 
brisk "I like it" or "I don't 
like U" when first seeing one 
of his pieces.and then give 
them little more attention. 
The sculptures and murals 
that Drumm designed, 
however, look many years ol 
wear, planning, and 
compromising  that only a 
Drumm said his interest in 
this type of "hard" art 
began when he was still 
very young, influenced 
mostly bv his father 
"I GREW up as a son of a 
genius mechanic, and I 
acquired a bit of my 
knowledge from livine a nart 
student 
appreciate 
of     art 
THE TWO library murals, 
probably the most noted of 
Drumm'l works, and the 
various sculptures on the 
library terrace took about 
two years of work and 
planning 
The mural in (dnklin I'all 
required  two tons ol  cast 
aluminum  to construct  and 
nearly     five     years     of 
experimentation 
Drumm's specialty is 
urban, non-objective art. 
Instead of using a paint 
brush, chisel, easel, or 
palette. Drumm uses large, 
heavy machinery and 
materials for his creation, 
such as cast aluminum and 
Cor-tcn steel 
of my adolescence in a 
garage and working for my 
father on (rucks and cars, 
working with welding 
equipment and being around 
nuts and bolts and the way 
things are put together This 
has been carriiMl on to my 
thinking today." he said 
Drumm said when he 
begins a sculpture or mural 
he first makes himself 
aware of the environmental 
restrictions of the area that 
is to surround Ills design 
I'e said while designing 
the sculpture on the library 
terrace he consciousU 
attempted to use color to 
offset     the    old     unsightly 
fraternity   houses   ol   red 
brick    Itill ' within    the 
environment   ' 
Drumm  said  the purpose 
of his work on campus is to 
create a "total visual 
environment" and to make 
the campus a pleasnat place 
for swtudent to live and 
work in. 
"BOWLING GREEN has 
taken a courageous stand on 
art It has recognized total 
visual environment Those 
who do not understand 
Bowling Green's use of art 
do not understand total 
visual environment. I like to 
work with a University 
because there is a feeling of 
permanence about the work 
You think that the work will 
be remembered, " he said 
Drumm said In Jerome 
let him "do his own thing" 
and did not try to stifle his 
creativity 
Drumm said he 
intentionally lived outside of 
Bowling Green while he was 
the Umvensty's artist-in- 
residence because he did not 
want to get "sucked into" 
the academic atmosphere to 
the extent that it impaired 
his artistic individuality 
Drumm said his finished 
murals and sculptures did 
not come about from 
inspiration alone, but 99 per 
cent sweat and hard labor. 
"No creative person will 
ever confess that it's just 
inspiration. 99 per cent is 
labor Inspiration is a very 
delicate thing, like a 
butterfly If you're luned in. 
you gel it; if not, you don't " 
• to page 5 
Drumm's mural on the library does not 
convoy a hidden or psychological message. 
However, it does add to the "total visual 
environment" of the campus 
Karate demonstrations 
During the summer, most 
athletic programs at the 
University stop Most, but 
not all One program that 
isn't stopping is the 
University karate club. 
Beginning July 4th. the 
karate   club   will   offer   a 
special summer program 
which will be comprised of 
an eight week course in 
Japanese Goju-kai karate 
The emphasis of thgis 
summer course will be on 
training of the people who 
are nbew to the art of 
karate All of the courses 
will be taught by registered 
black belt instructors. 
To kick off the summer 
course, a free demonstration 
will be given to the public 
tonight. Thins June 29 
It will be in the forum of the 
Student Services Bldg at 
700pm 
Board-breaking, cement- 
smashing, free-style 
sparring, a basic karate 
class, and a brief question 
and answer period will be 
among the events offered 
Registration information 
will be available from people 
in the club 
/Czu/trms 
BOWLING  GREEN,   OHIO 
• 
For a snack, steak or beverage at 
reasonable prices in an informal 
atmosphere. 
For elegant dining our 
"BISMARK DINING ROOM rr 
Quite relaxed atmosphere 
entertainment Thur., Fri. & Sat. 
BARBAROSSA LOUNGE 
BANQUET FACILITIES 
AND ALL TYPES OF CA TERING 
163 S. MAIN STREET BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 
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Bargain Hunting? 
Come out to Greenview Apartments and 
lease a 1 or 2 bedroom apartment on a 3 
quarter lease at 
SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS! 
1 bedroom-furnished 
9 mo. -$168/mo. 
2 bedrooms-furnished 
9mo.-$196/mo. 
(2 man) 
9 mo.  $206  mo. 
(3 man) 
9 mo.  $206   mo. 
(4 man) 
Get your Greenview TShirts while 
they last 
GREENVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Special 
Summer   ! 
Rates now 
in effect 
Call 352-1195 Love Thy Neighbor 
214 
Napoleon 
Road 
12 to 8 daily 
Anti-war sentiment   expressed 
ThorWay, JUM 39, 1*72. Tha K5 Nawt/Pof* S 
Forum mural depicts eagle 
The mural in the forum of the Student Services Building 
proclaims "mother and apple pie" to viewers. Drumm 
incorporated his anti-war sentiments into this work. 
0 from page 4 
The most recent of 
Drumm's works here is the 
mural hanging in the forum 
of the Student Services 
Building The work is 
entitled "America the 
Beautiful 
Drumm was able to 
express some of his anti-war 
sentiments in this design 
On the mural, he shows a 
picture of the American 
eagle clasping an olive 
branch (the symbol for 
peace) in one of its claws and 
a ribbon draped through its 
beak with the phrase "Mater 
et Placenta Malorum" 
written on it translated to 
mean "mother and apple 
pie " 
The    picture    of     the 
American eagle used on the 
seal of the United States 
portrays an eagle clasping a 
set of arrows in one claw and 
an olive branch in the other 
and a ribbon through its beak 
reading E Pluribus Unum. 
or "one from many " 
DRUMM    SAID he 
Job interviews 
Marathon Oil Co. will be 
interviewing on campus 
Thursday, July 6. in the of- 
fice of Career Planning and 
Placement. 360 Student Ser- 
vices Bldg. for sales 
representatives to start 
training in September 
Candidates should have a 
Business Administration de- 
gree in marketing or related 
areas, good accounting skills 
and no military obligation 
Xerox Corporation will be 
interviewing in 360 Student 
Services Bldg Friday. July 
7. for sales trainees for the 
Toledo area and other mid- 
west locations. 
All majors will be con- 
sidered provided they have a 
sincere interest in the sale of 
office equipment 
Applicants should come to 
the office of Career Planning 
and Placement before 
Wednesday. July 5 to sign up 
for interviews 
deleted the claw which holds 
the arrows from his mural to 
show that America should 
stand for peace, not war. 
Drumm said there is also 
symbolism in his sculpture. 
Bridge Over Troubled 
Water. 
He said the sculpture was 
designed in memonum of 
the four Kent State 
Universitv students killed 
May 4. 1970 
Drumm said he made a 
sculpture out of Car-ten steel 
i metal that rusts to a red- 
orange color, but is not 
destroyed by the rusting 
process) at one time for 
Kent Stale University 
IRONICALLY.hi- said, 
this  sculpture   was   in   the 
Workshops, tours vary 
Kieid    studv    courses. 
studies abroad sriiun.iis 
and more than :t"> workshops 
have been incorporated into 
summer school to meet the 
needs nl leacbers and pi ofes 
sional people 
Summer field studs 
•ourses included a biolog) 
field study in Nevada, 
geology field courses in the 
Black Hills. Yellowstone and 
New Mexico, and an 
environmental tour of 
northwest Ohio and a 
geography field camp in the 
middle-southern t'niled 
States 
A new course designed to 
stud) physical and biological 
science through direct  tu-ltl 
experience is Western Field 
Stud)     inr    Elementarj 
Teachers This includes 
travel .uross the United 
States and two works at (he 
Universit) ol Nevada Las 
Vegas 
Summer Institutes will al- 
so he held in othei  at cas ol 
science,   mathematics  and 
reading 
siiuh     abroad    inciudi--. 
French studies at Chain 
bery France Spanish 
studies in Madrid. Italian 
ail and Latin classes in 
Home and a summer semi 
nar on business abroad ion 
sistmg    ot    a    four-week 
study travel     program     lo 
selected European cities 
A tour week program ol 
literature studs in Kngland 
Aug 8-Sept  5. in cooperation 
with the Wordsworth Tydal 
Mount Summer School, will 
also be offered 
Workshops range in length 
from five-dav sessions to ten 
weeks Some of the work- 
shops include consumer eco- 
nomics in the schools, fiction 
workshop-, a new approach 
to    drug     education,     the 
psychology    ol    childhood 
education lor family lile and 
human    sexuality,    and    a 
marching band workshop 
Information on require- 
ments, registration and fees 
may be obtained from the 
Summer Session Office, 504 
Administration Building 
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— TROPHIES — 
IN STOCK V2 PRICE 
— ALL SPORT FIGURES 
— MARBLES 
— WOODS 
— METALS 
ENGRAVING SERVICE 
MON  TUE   THUR  SAT. 9:30-5:30 
CLOSED WED., FRI. 9:30-8 
FALCON PIZZA SHOPPE 
YOUR FASTEST ON CAMPUS 
PIZZA AND HOT SUB DELIVERY 
352-1215 
SUMMER HOURS 4-12 
THE FALCON PIZZA SHOPPE 
FEATURES B.G.'S ONLY HOT SUB SANDWICH. 
LAYERS OF ASSORTED LUNCHMEAT AND CHEESE, 
SERVED HOT ON SESAME SEED FRENCH BREAD. 
AND TOPPED WITH OUR OWN SECRET SAUCE. 
SIZES: 4"        8"        12"        or        24" 
 WEEKEND SPECIAL  
12" 1 ITEM PIZZA AND 2 DRINKS 
Reg $2.55 Only $2.00 
AT THE FALCON PIZZA SHOPPE 
Good Thru Tues., 4th of July 
Falcon Pizza - B.G.'s Best Pizza 
— JULY 4th SPECIAL— 
ENOSJUIY15 
• an    A    Receiver J13S.SS 
• IIK20 Speakers. 8" wnofer. 3" 
tweeter, air  suspension, pair II1S.0S 
• BSR310X Turntable with 
Shore M 75 mat;, cartridge, 
diamond needle  .$ gi.St 
$349.95 
OUR PRICE $23750 
330 - A - Receiver flM.fS 
IIK20 Speakers. 8" woofer. 3" 
tweeter, sir  niapeniion, pair tllS.M 
PSR310X Turntable with 
Shurr M-75 mag. cartridge, 
diamond needle  I s>.» 
$389.95 
OUR PRICE $26350 
Corner Court 
&  Mil in Sts. 
SOUND ASSOCIATES 
Open 10 to 9 daily Pfc. U4-4U 
Final Summer Clearance 
THE DEN 
only complete B.G.S.U. campus outfitter 
JEANS AND Regularly 99 
99 
CASUAL SLACKS $8 00 to $20 oo   NOW 4 
TANKS AND KNITS    ONLY    2" and   4" 
DRESS SHIRTS prices to $15 00 NOW      4" 
SWIM SUITS clear them out at 
MANY OTHER BIG   FAT DEALS 
■ IMPORTANT FOOTNOTE i 
SGE SELECTION OF CASUAL 
AND DRESS SHOES 
499 
Prices Regularly to $29.95 
Personalized T SHIRTS, TANKS, AND 
JERSEYS  PRINTED WHILE YOU WATCH 
SPECIAL PRICES A VAILABLE ONLY AT 
THE DEN 
Your Only Complete Campus Outfitter 
10:00   5:00 
MON. - SAT. THE DEN ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN 
middle of the firing by 
national guardsmen and 
received a bullet hole. 
Drumm said the sculpture 
built in memonum here, is 
made of the same steel as 
the sculpture that was 
pierced at Kent 
Drumm said he thinks the 
Bridge Over Troubled Water 
sculpture is one of the best 
pieces he's ever done 
"I'm pleased that this 
sculpture was created as a 
very significant reminder of 
a very sad situation, but a 
situation. 1 feel, from which 
good things are going to 
come It was a rude 
awakening, a jarring 
reminder that there are 
problems " 
Car Wash 
1000 S. MAIN 
 GULF  
gas 
15 gal. Free wash 
10 gal. .75 
5 gal. .50 
RAIN CHECK 
Canterbury Inn (CI) 
— DOWNTOWN MAIN ST. — 
THUR. NITE: 
3 for 1 and 2 for 1 
plus 
UVE BAND 
FRI. & SAT. NITES:     2 for 1 
and 
LIVE BAND 
THIS WEEK TRICYCLE" 
DON'T FORGET £VERY WED NIGHT 
3for 1 
MEV KIDS! 
Get up and get away to McDonalds 
for a Ronald McDonald Travel Kit. 
A tripfull of fun & games- 
Ronald McDonald Travel Kit. 
McDonald's new Ronald McDonald 
Travel Kit is a tripfull of fun and 
games for kids   56 pieces in a 
bright, colorful carry case including: 
• City Sights Game 
• Scramble Spelling 
• Country Sights Game 
• Lap Baseball 
• Car Game 
Ready lo go for a quieter, more 
relaxing drive tor dad   65c while 
supply lasts 
Offer good at your area McDonald s 
m. 
I */Tl» tO Naws   Thursday   Jun. 19;   19 72 
Job openings sought for graduates 
Thr officr of Career 
Planning and Plaii-menl 
Services is continuing to 
seek career opportunities lor 
graduates and assist 
students in planning their 
careers 
Graduates who have not 
secured employment should 
contact the Placement 
OHice lor assistance 
Employer*, espiiiallv in the 
areas ol education and 
business, continue to contact 
the ollice throughout Ihe 
summer with vacancy 
listings 
The Placement stall uses 
the job and or candidate 
relerral system during the 
summer which necessitates 
knowing which candidates 
are still available for 
employment 
if" WHO SAYS A CONDOM HASTOTAKETHE 
FUN OUT OF LOVE? 1 jRi| '1 H1'    ii you've beon lurnad oil by condoma 
ML \     mM    BB?      because you think ihey lake lite |oy out 
jm .^s    ^^SRfw        ot IeI   then it's lime lo discover our 
aossamer «""  supremely sensitive condoms thai have been designed 
Sot only with proreclron in mind bul «ith pleasure as well 
Tr, Ihe Felherlile Irom England so sheer and light that il weighs 
but 1/25 ol an ounce and tho NuForm also Irom England, pre- 
snaped lor a umoue sensihv.ty These 2 e.clusive Brmsh imports, plus 
B (amous American brands ol male contraceptives, are now available 
through Ihe privacy ol tha mail Irom Population Planning Associates 
Discover some ol our remarkable condoms lor yourselt by ordering 
one ol our sampler packs today Jusl uso Ihe coupon below 
15.000 Satisfied Customers 
Our line products and rapid service have won ihe praise ol customers 
an over the country For ..ample. Cr.rg luoma ol tacoma Waah'nglun 
writes    Very pleased with your sample pack     particularly Impressed 
. .e ■■ Donald Cunningham ot 
you lor sparing me contact 
aid contraceptives so olten 
ia'c'.d"'in sTonls "AlKl OS» I  Hess ol llhaca. New York, commenls 
•It was the lestest I ever received anything Thanks 
To order your sampler pack ol these remarkable condoms, simply 
use the coupon below All orders are tilled Ihe same day received and 
are shipped in e plain package Satisfaction is guaranteed, or simply 
return the unused portion ol your order lor  
i  v i a nn u i ■*...,,.. *•*- 
by the two British imports Am ordering more ' 
Avon bylhe-See. New Jersey, adds  ' Thank yoi 
with the  under the counter  altitudes -oward 
i lull refund 
•aairlatna Pliaalai liisciatts 
105 Nor1r.Cll.mln    Dfpt' 
Chilli Mill   H C   17514 
Plane rush the lollowini In plain 
paciaft 
f] Mini simpler contuninf 2 Ffth 
trhtts. 1 Nuform plus illustrated 
brochure, lust SI 
D Olluie simpler containing IB 
assorted condoms |3 each ot 6 dit 
ftrent brands), plus illustrated bio 
chure. just IS 
n Illustrated brochure only, iust 
25C 
»3   | 
nmt lei. >>•    |n-H 
taa<rw 
cllr ifslt 
:i» 
I enclose payment in lull under your 
money-back guarantee 
THURSDAY  IS STUDENT NITE      II.M - l.D.S REQUIRED! 
SUNDAY - OPENING TIL J P.M. - ADULTS SI I H j 
STADIUM Cinema U2 *&*' 
OHIOl INWffSI  ANO MOSt COMIONIAMJI      f     -ffSfl 
Of LUXU1IV INTIAIAIsaUiNTI L_?ri •■. 
RCIAX IN AIR CONDITIONED C0MF0RI 
CHOOSE YOUR TIME TO SPEND A PART 
OF THE LONG JULY 4th WEEK-END WITH US! 
NOW      IVt  '30 9 30   Sal » Sun 2 3 30 b 30  / 30 9 30 
I "It's sim the same 
old story, a Unlit 
for love and lilory.' 
•I I A* II \l VIN.WVf 
%M I I V\|||>HVM II vus 
PG'— "■—"—:■ 
NOW   t.e  lib 9 30   Sal h Sun 7 3 40 5 20 '2b 9 30 
.it's a family affair 
COLOR. 
Utmm »it«l   HaMSikiMI   lasalbMN    '•.-.'• 
■Masks in  usaiustu. 
GRADUATES are asked 
to notily the Placement 
til I ice when they secure 
employment. This 
information is used by the 
staff to refer only those 
candidates who are 
currently available 
The Placement Office is 
also available to assist 
undergraduates in planning 
planning their careers 
through the aid of personal 
counseling and career 
library materials which 
include   a   graduate   school 
library and other statistical 
information 
Information concerning 
special job opportunities, job 
contacts and employers who 
have scheduled summer 
interviews will appear in the 
BG News. 
The office of Career 
Planning and Placement and 
Placement Services is 
located in Room 360. Student 
Services Bldg summer 
hours are 8 am -noon, and 1- 
J p.m., Monday through 
Friday 
Checkmate is the word 
ChcckiiKiti' That word is 
hearil every Friday when the 
People ■ ihess Federation 
meet! Irom ' pi" until 
midnight in the basemeol ot 
Moseley Hall in the 
t'omiiiutcr Center 
The federation welcomes 
anyone     to     attend     its 
meetings     according    lo 
"King" Mike Bennett. 
Bennett, who acts as 
president of the federation, 
said that the organization is 
affiliated with the United 
States Chess Federation 
lUSCFl, which is the 
national governing body for 
chess federations, and Ihe 
Intercollegiate    League   of 
NOW 
SHOWING 
B0 Opens il 8 00 
Canouns at 9 30 
WALT DISNEY FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT 
FOR THE FOURTH OF JULY WEEKEND 
at 9:30 
U.ili IHKIM'V'M 
•4 
** Scmgvti Smith 
!fl* 
I 
1^ 
:'^M- 
IH IIMIOIOH C3>iC| 
al 11:30 
HALT DBMEY pi Marts JULES vwrs 
JS3S3.. 
TECMCOLOIT cniuscwt G 
SPEND A SAFE AND SANE 
FOURTH OF JULY WITH US 
The sky will be Matt with spectaculai sights 
at 10 p.m. MONDAY JULY 3rd 
Htsaaot! 
THEATRE 
Thursday Is Student Nile - $1.00-1.D.'s required 
SUNDAY -OPENING Til. 3P.M. - ADULTS$1.00 
AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT 
Eve at 7 16 9 lb    Sal  Sun al 2 3 4S 5 30 7 lb 9 lb 
tffUMwnt 
PR0OUC1I0N 
From 
Adam's 
Rib 
to 
Women's 
Lib... 
•HQUBJKBOT/SIHUSIWW^ 
ttiv*H)SLAri/U.J mmmtOi COOPER -O.U»ICII*S 
Americans (ICLAl.which is 
the governing bodv for 
college chess organizations 
ACTIVITIES this summer 
include speed games in 
which each player has five 
minutes lo play Ihe entire 
game and games of chess 
variations 
One variation planned is 
Knegspiel. a German word 
interpreted as war games In 
this variation each player 
has only his own pieces on 
the board in front of him and 
plays    without    knowing 
where his opponent's pieces 
are 
This past year, the club, 
which has about 25 active 
members, participated in 
two tournaments with other 
schools in which Bowling 
Green placed fifth in one and 
second in the other 
THE CLUB ALSO 
sponsored two individual 
tournaments this past year 
for   club    members   only 
Chess lessons are 
available lo club members 
Special to air 
You've   Got   A   Friend-- 
Roberta  Flack," a public 
Broadcasting Service 
special, will be aired 
Monday. July 3 at at 8 p.m. 
on WBGU-TV. 
The special.which is 
narrated by Roberta Flack, 
focuses on her hometown of 
Washington D.C when it 
declared "Roberta Flack 
Day-A Day of I'IIMMM 
Kindness " 
The program traces the 
city's welcome celebration, 
beginning with a breakfast 
at the Kennedy Center with 
family, friends and civic 
leaders At a banquet, she 
was named Downbeat 
magazine's "Female 
Performer of Ihe Year'' and 
she received her first gold 
record for her third album. 
Quiet Fire 
Included in the program is 
a visit to Mr Henry's, the 
small D.C. nightspot where 
she began her career and 
the presentation of the key to 
the city by Mayor Walter 
Washington 
The festivities ended with 
a free concert for 30.000 
Washingtonians who 
crowded Ihe slopes of the 
Washington monument 
grounds 
Throughout the program, 
the singer offers her 
personal observation of the 
Washington scene of today 
and reflects on the city she 
knew as a child 
'Howard's1 moving 
From a restaurant to a 
bar  and now to a library 
Chuck Davis, manager of 
Howard's said Tuesday that 
Howard's bar will be moved 
across the street where the 
Modern treating Company. 
210 N, Main St.. is now locat- 
ed 
He said a library will be 
put in its place. 
Davis said the change 
should take place sometime 
in   December   or  Januarv. 
though these dates are sub- 
ject lo change 
Waller Zink, city zoning in- 
spector, said no target date 
has been set for the move. 
Zink said when Howard's 
was a restaurant in the 
1940s, it was still a "college 
hang-out " 
In fact, he said, as far 
back as he can remember, 
Howard's was never any- 
thing but a College hang- 
out 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Girl's name. 
S   Bridge  In.I. 
10 Old hnnli-h 
bard. 
14 Abound. 
15 Wading bird. 
16 Honshu seaport. 
17 Near East group: 
2 words. 
19 River into ihe 
Fulda. 
20 Hairdo  gadgets. 
21 Routes for boats. 
23 Attention. 
24 Margin. 
25 Plot. 
29 Sally. 
33 Labor group: 
Abbr. 
34 Weeping. 
36 Mechanisms. 
37 Withered. 
39 Biblical seaport. 
41 Piece of music. 
42 Florida's city of 
cigars. 
44  Decoys. 
46 Direction. 
47 Periwinkles. 
49 Enroll. 
51  Perception. 
S3   Newburg. 
54 Capital of 
Cyprus. 
57  Late-comer at a 
hit  show. 
61 Supplemented 
I with "'Mif' 
62 Dissenter. 
64 Presage. 
65 Facilitator. 
66 Thor's father. 
67 Any persons. 
68 Reveals. 
69 — crackers. 
DOWN 
1 Antares. 
2 Of aircraft. 
3 Actual. 
4 Goes at an easy 
pace. 
5 Certain wines. 
6 Meadows. 
7 Bolivia's neigh- 
bor:   Abbr. 
8 Cheese fancier. 
9 Scornful smiles. 
10 Fastened (or 
cookini. 
11 Musical  finale. 
12 Do   one's 
blddini. 
13 Individual: 
Abbr. 
18 Sprang. 
Excited. 
Greenery. 
Chests of ancient 
Greece. 
City on the Alle- 
gheny River. 
Opera role. 
Marsh bird. 
Mock. 
One of the 
Forsytes. 
Chemical com- 
Sound. 
'ays of _ 
Incidents. 
Not yes men. 
Pub sign. 
St.   Paul's  aide. 
Takes pot-shots. 
Coffee seaport 
In Braiil. 
Relative of  1 
Across. 
Biblical 
mountain. 
Sacred image. 
Yield. 
State of worry. 
Part of a 
Crdestal. 
rife of Geraint. 
Sicilian 
landmark. 
Bear: Span. 
' ! 3 
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CAMPUSCALENDAR   
TaarOav Jwr 3. HT! 
I'mversiU students Karalt- Demonstration Thursday. 
June W M pm. in Student Forum Board breaking 
cement smashing, sparring 4 registration Free A open lo 
the public 
Series Roger Nharrock speaking on Coleridge in 1972 ' 
I'e is a visiting professor from the I'mversitv ot London At 
7 pm in \\i Math-Science Bldg 
UM Ki'tAPPLIANCE*TV Ms 
 S Main-353-2291 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
26 girls standard bike. $20 
Stereo $45 albums 50 Ph 
354 2212 
The Bowling (ireen l.ay Group will meet at the I'mted 
Christian Fellowship Bldg at 7 30 pm Thursday. June 29 
Gay poetry discussion, also Gay Liberation discussion, and 
related topics Free refreshments 
Ride needed to Sidney this 
weekend. June 30 or July 1 
»ill pay' Call Ann collect at 
1419-874-7121 
HELP WANTED 
Friday. Jaae 39. 197! 
PERSONALS 
I'arvey        Wallbanger 
entertains    here    nightl\ 
SOMETP1NG 
DIFFERENT. 945 S Mam 
12 K60 . 69 mobile home 
Living room extension 
$4,800   Ph 352-6873 
The People s Chess Federation will meet from 5-12 pm in 
the Commuter Center in Moselv Palt Everyone welcome 
The Student Activities Office presents the film   Camelot 
Friday. June 30. at 7 pm Admission  75 cents Note This is 
a change from the Summer Fish Rapper Schedule  This 
Friday will be the only summer showing of "Camelot " 
Wedaeaday. JaJy $. 1972 
The Student Activities Office presents Potpourri a 
collection of entertainment Join the rest of the campus in 
air-conditioned comfort while you eat lunch and flicks & 
fun Wednesday. July 5. at noon, in 105 I'anna Pall 
TEACPERS     WANTED 
Contact Southwest Teachers 
Agency. Boi 4337. 
Albuquerque. N M 87106 
Our 26 th year" Bonded 
and a member of N A T A 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Research  reports on every 
conceivable academic topic 
available     Send    (or    free 
catalog     Box   24165.   LA 
Cal   90024 
Dair> Twist Ice Cream 
Shoppe Weekend Special 
Best darn shakes in town, 
just 29 Across from 
Ifarshman Pot dogs- 
Chicken sand Ice cream 
Pop 
When was Ihe last time you 
at*' "SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT    945 S Main 
66VW Bug excellent 
condition, new tires. 
battery, tune-up. $800 or 
best offer. Jack Thorpe. 234 
W   Merry 353-6595 
YAMAHA 90. 1971 Great 
condition 352-6678 
Share 2 bdrm mobile home 
summer and or fall$45 per 
month Court 5 mm no of 
B G   Ph 352-0395 
BADDOG at the GIGOLO. 
Thurs Fn . Sat. 9-1 
I   Bedroom  (urn   Close  to 
campus June free Couple 
or singles Call 352-0431 after 
5 pm 
TVsn4ay.My6.1972 
The Student  Activities Office presents Three L  Seven 
We do repair work on all 
makes of TV i. stereos, tape 
players, etc We also have a 
large stock of used TV's at 
reasonable prices See us at 
Everyone at 945 S Main eats 
SOMETHING DIFFER* 
ENT 
Female roommate needed 
summer and or nxt yr Own 
rm $55 mo 352-4563 
Jimmy Thornalon Linda Leonard 
Randall Haynes 
Freshmen tell first impressions 
By Kay Wood. 
Stall Reporter 
Freshman first 
impressions o I t h r 
University range from 
disliking thi' IIKKI to thinking 
BG is I pretty nice place 
Randall I'aynes. 1BA1. 
said. I thought it was pretty 
nice al first but it's starling 
to gel boring 
Jimmy Thorneton. iA&S>. 
agreed, saying. "I liked it- 
at first. The first couple of 
days we had something to do 
but there's nothing to do but 
sludy " 
They suggested thai 
parlies every weekend 
would keep up morale 
l.inda Leonard. iKd    said 
her first impression ot 
BUSU was straight The 
restrictions are pretty 
stupid Restrictions on 
open house hours should be 
abolished during the 
weekends 
111 III AESCHI.IMAN. 
iKdi. said. 1 didn't have 
any     lirsl      impressions 
because I've practically 
grown up here  It's basically 
wh.it I expected n lobe." 
The    biggest    freshmen 
complaint    concerned    the 
food Bill Johnson, 1A&S1. 
said he liked the school but 
he thought the food could lie 
belter       Jamie     Vasko, 
i BA i. termed     the    food 
gioss    bui added that het 
Sickle cell tests offered 
Sickle cell anemia tests, 
sponsored by the Genetic! 
Research Group in the 
biology department, will be 
administered to Interested 
blacks today through 
Saturday in 449 Life Science 
Bldg  from 2-5 p ni 
Martin Rosen and Jim 
Sullivan, juniors in the 
College ol Arts and Sciences, 
organized the project last 
May under the supervision ol 
l)r Irwin Oster. professor ol 
biology 
The live lo ten minute tesl 
involves mixing a drop ol 
blood with oxygen-reducing 
agents 
Then     it     the     mixture 
becomes cloudy, u Indicates 
thai the person being lesliHl 
is either a carrier or 
MtlMlly has Ihe disease 
THE  RESULTS  OF    the 
tests,   which  are   free,   are 
confidential    according    to 
Rosen I'owever. he said 
that  persons tested  will be 
supplnni   with   information 
about the tesl and .iboul the 
disease 
Sickle cell anemia is an 
inherited disease prevalent 
in blacks which affects Ihe 
red blood cells The sickling 
effect ol Ihe disease on the 
cells reduces then ability in 
transport oxygen 
This can result in severe 
pain, circulation blockage 
and other severe disabil il les 
Some pei sons are carriers 
of  Ihe .sickle cell trail  and 
Winners named in music 
Winners ol the fifth annual 
BUSU Competitions in 
Music, held in the recital 
hall of Ihe Music Building. 
have been named for 1972 
Categories included in the 
competition were solo per- 
formance, chamber music. 
and composition 
First place awards of $50 
were won by John U Smith, 
piano. John West, voice; 
Brian Burke and Peter Fer- 
ris, woodwinds and Dennis 
Dietench. composition 
Smith also received the 
Stephen Beam Memorial 
prize of $100 for the best per- 
formance   during   the  com 
petition 
SECOND PLACE winners 
included Jerry Straus, 
piano. David Oyster, organ. 
Sharon Llewelyn, voice; 
Scot) Atkinson and Aarne 
Tammisaar. strings. Nancy 
Byers, woodwinds. Emil 
Ueorge, brass, and Deborah 
Kavasch, composition 
In third place were Dinah 
1'enderson. voice. Uerald 
Kocher. brass, and Robert 
Agnew. composition. 
Sponsored  by   Ihe  BGSU 
' Friends ol Music " Ihe pre- 
liminary competitions were 
held in January and the 
finals in April 
Toma Schwartz, chairman 
of Ihe compel it ions coni- 
miltii'. said that the contests 
were seen as a stepping 
stone inlo Ihe future lor Ihe 
winners, who could be pos- 
sible candidates in major na- 
tional and international com- 
petitions 
"The   possession   of   our 
certificates will help mold 
their future and prove then 
value as musicians.'' he 
said 
are capable ol transmitting 
ihe disease lo their children 
Individuals with the sickle 
cell     Ir.Hi     experience 
iiitin uit\ with their blood 
during   periods   ol   severe 
oxygen shortage (for 
example during high 
altitude climbing or during 
operations requiring 
prolonged anesthesia I 
SINCE THOSE   suffering 
From Ihe disease ilsi-ll ,is 
well as carriers ol the 
disease  constitute   medical 
problems < which can i>c 
severe al times if not treated 
properly I it is important to 
diagnose this condition 
exactly 
The tesi only requires a 
drop of blood     Roseii said 
"A lot ol people thought we 
were  going   lo   inject  them 
with a needle and draw oul 
large amounts of blood hul il 
only requires one drop." 
Persons desiring further 
information or wishing to 
have a consultation should 
contact the Sickle Cell 
Anemia Unit in Ihe biology 
department 
mother's wasn't  thai  good 
either 
Leslie Leonard. (Ed), said 
the Mil) llnng wrong was Ihe 
food Robbie Smith agreed 
thai the lood was her biggest 
complaint, but not her only 
one 
Smith said.' The lood is 
terrible and it makes me 
sick l was supposed to be ill 
Ihe Towers and I got put in 
MaDonald West There's 
nothing lo do It's boring 
and cold I'm read) to go 
home Hut the teachers and 
the people are nice * 
MOST      FRESHMEN 
agreed thai Ihe people were 
Incmlh 
Tim Ryder, i E d i. 
considered the University a 
good place to gel my 
education " Jerry Morrison. 
I A >>>■ S i. said."Us a great 
school  anil  I   really  like  it 
because n doesn't have a lot 
of major problems " 
Freedom is considered to 
lie .i lug advantage ol college 
life John Richley. lA&Si. 
summed it up. "I like it 
here II gives me a chance to 
get away from home and my 
mother 
METAMORPHOSIS 
featuring land lubber jeans 
known lor good fit and long wear 
ALSO 
jewelry — pottery 
comics — candy 
incense — candles 
magazines      newspapers 
smokers needs — patches 
kama sutra love products 
Indian and Mexican clothing 
UNDER THE SAME ROOF 
"custom leather shop" 
"the arbor'' (plants and flowers) 
"food for thought" (organic foods 
146 N MAIN 352-0173 
Oxford House 
434 East Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio 
WELCOMES SUMMER 
STUDENTS TO B.G. 
THE NEW LOOK 
IN LIGHTWEIGHT 
SUMMER WEAR IS 
AT THE ALL NEW 
OXFORD HOUSE 
IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BUILDING 
BY THE TRACKS 
vfeicone 
Sunwer 
^^ JMents 
• • • for those of you who hove never* 
been to "the biggest little depontmenl 
store neoi» comixTa11... ,    S3^~ ar* a tfc Come in and. 
sportswear • cosmetics • school supplies 'stationary 
linoer-ie • 6leepwear • snacks • soft drinks • Cigarettes 
dry cleaning- '..undiry supplies ^ 
**« spzcfAL'TAS WZEK+ 
Tank 15RB*»?KSKr- H ''"IM/JL* 
Swim Sorts- H6%-50%OFF 
West" *f fV-DwoW- Across from U-C.F. 
Thuraday, JutM 29. 1*72, Th» SG Ntwt/Paf* 7 
Clothing out, 
pizza shop in 
Plans are under way for a 
pizza parlor to lake the place 
of the University Shop, 
which recently lost Us lease 
and is looking for a new 
location 
Tom Lynch, a buyer for 
the University Shop, said the 
store regrets leaving its 
location at 532 K Wooster 
St 
"After 10 years in Bowling 
Green we'd like lo Ma} 
here.'' said Lynch, who 
works oul of Ihe Columbus 
office "It's been a good 
store and Ihe people have 
treated us very well " 
Although the shop has a 
few locations in mind, they 
cannot be divulged at this 
time, said Lynch 
CHARLES    K.    I'amblin. 
owner of the property, would 
not comment on the reasons 
for dropping the lease 
The pizza parlor which 
will be named Campus Pizza 
will probably open around 
Labor Day. said I'amblin II 
will use Ihe same structure 
used lor the Univensty Shop, 
he said 
Owned by the Nome 
Investment Corp of Lima, 
the parlor will sell 
submarine sandwiches, soft 
iff cream and Irench-fned 
hot dogs, besides pizza. 
I'amblin said Beer also may 
be sold, but this has not been 
decided, he said 
Since the University now 
sells beer. I don't see why 
Campus Pizza wouldn't be 
allowed lo," said I'amblin 
SUMMER RATES 
4 persons or less $125/month 
Buckeye House 
649 Sixth St. 
Birchwood Place 
650 Sixth St. 
Mount Vernon 
802 Sixth St. 
Air Conditioning. Heating 
Indoor Pool & Recreation Bldg 
Phone 352-9378. 352 7324 
8-5.7-11 P.M. DAILY 
New Fall Rates 
$55 per person starting 
Sept. 15 
NO carpet cleaning feel 
Inquire at 4 D's Club 
7th St. & High 
Secunties deposits ate returned the same the day the tenant 
leaves the apt" 
B person limir in the apt at any one time is taken out ol 
the lease 
JOIN 
CLUB 1350 
We Cordially Invite You To Enjoy — 
13 FABULOUS DINNERS 
for only   %\$£Q 
A $13.50 Membership card entitles you to dine FREE - - one* 
a month for 13 months, enjoying the finest foods, compliments 
nf the house. All you have to do is bring along a guest who 
buys a dinner of equal or greater value. You'll enjoy superb 
service, choice of menu, steaks, seafoods. Italian dishes and 
be treated as an honored guest at the Alpine Village. 
LIMITED MEMBERSHIP OFFER 
This limited membership offer to better familiarize you with 
quality foods and beverai'es offered at the Alpine Village. 
There are no gimmicks or hidden features Your membership 
entitles you to dine once a month for 13 months and your 
dinner is free with one or more paid dinners. 
u 
Now at Alpine in Bowling Green 
I Enclosed please find check or money order for $13.50 cover- 
r 
i.i  i..-. .1  |.i. .1 >«  i i .i imm ..I  um v  in.HI  IUI  #u «ju iu\ci| 
ing cost of membership in your dining out club. Member! 
ship entitles me to dine, compliments of the house for 13 J 
months, each dinner to be accompanied with a paid dinner I 
of equal or higher value. 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
PHONE 
Mail to Alpine Village 
Petti'* Gtfine Village 
Kestaulattt 
117 N. Mala 
DowaUwa, Bowling Great 
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Green a 'hit' with pros 
By Jim Miller 
Sports Editor 
Dedication, confidence 
and desire These are three 
things Joe Green has in 
abundance 
Joe Green is a former 
Bowling Green football 
standout, now a defensive 
back with New York Giants 
In 1969 the FalCMU finished 
2nd in the MAC behind 
Toledo, and Green was voted 
the conference's outstanding 
defensive player 
Green is currently living 
in BG. awaiting the start of 
training camp next week 
PRIMARILY BECAUSE  of 
his size 15-11.190 Ibsi. he was 
not selected in the annual 
pro draft The Super Bowl 
champion Dallas Cowboys, 
were the first team to show 
an interest in Green 
•Dallas contacted me 
first." said Joe 'Powcver 
they gave the impression 
that they were doing me a 
favor by permitting me to 
tryoul 
"Miami    wanted    me    to 
prove myself first, then they 
would pay me some money I 
felt that my performance in 
college warranted some kind 
of bonus and fortunately 
New York saw it the same 
way."added Green. 
In fact the ex-Kalcon 
believes his size is actually 
an advantage, not a 
disadvantage, because with 
his quickness he can 
outmaneuver the bigger 
plavers 
"THE GAMES ONLY 
human-not     robotized.     I 
knew if I played my best I 
had a decent chance." said 
Green. 
I'e went on to say he has 
always received a far 
greater amount of 
encouragement due to his 
size 
Green views the coming 
season with extreme 
optimism for both the team 
and himself. Trades have 
made a big change in the 
Giants, most noted of the 
missing is quarterback Fran 
Tarkenton 
Piper pleased with golfers 
By Jim Miller 
Sports Editor 
Falcon golfers capped 
perhaps their linesl season 
ever by finishing in a lie for 
27th place at the NCAA 
Championships held lasi 
week at the Cape Coral Club 
in Miami. Florida 
Though Ihe linksters lailed 
to qualify for Ihe final two 
rounds. Coach John I'iper 
still was pleased by the 
teams performance 
" I would have liked to 
have made the cut of 
course,"said I'iper. " but 
our spring average was 77 7 
Strokes per man and at the 
NCAA we were a little . 
under thai with an average 
of 77 4 
TOM FORTUNA paced 
the gollers with rounds of 
77-75-152. just ahead of the 
MAC medalist Steve 
Blowers at 75-78-53 
Rounding   out   the   squad 
were Mark McConnell 77-80 
157.   Ken   Walters  79-78-157 
and captain Hick  Kaulk 82- 
76-158 
Any individual with a 
score of 149 and below, 
besides the low 15 teams 
qualified for the final 
rounds 
It was quite an honor lor 
BG just to participate in Ihe 
tournament Only five teams 
from District 4, the Mid- 
Wesl (action, were invited to 
Miami 
THE FALCONS more than 
held their own in 
competition with these four 
schools 
"It was important for us 
not to make the selection 
committee look bad by 
choosing us." explained 
Piper "We tied Ohio State 
and finished ahead of 
Minnesota, the Big Ten 
conference champion." 
Only Ball State and 
Indiana   from   this  district 
were able to climb any 
higher than BG. Another 
plus was the fact that the 
Falcons beat all of the 
Eastern schools, including 
I'enn State. Connecticut and 
Brown 
"You will find that most 
all of the schools above us 
are from the South. West and 
Far   West,"   added   Piper. 
These teams have more 
good weather and more 
chance to play." 
HOUSTON     and     the 
University of Texas finished 
as co-champions over the 
wind -swept par 72 lay-out 
Perhaps a kev factor in the 
dominence ot the Southern 
schools lies in the type of 
grass at the Florida courses. 
The greens an- Bermuda 
grass as opposed to Ihe bent 
grass found in Ihe Northern 
slates 
"It lakes a lot ol getting 
used to. cautioned Ihe BG 
mentor "You inusl charge 
all the pulls and il you're 
slightly off. the ball slides 
way by You could see how 
confident the en-medalists 
Ben Crenshaw and Tom Kile 
were they rapped all then 
putts boldly at the cup " 
Pipers' goal of this past 
year, as seen on the large 
sign in his office was "MAC 
72" Next year Ihe long 
range plan could be lo make 
the cut in the NCAA 
Championships al Oklahoma 
Slate University 
THE    GOAL may     be 
achieved with the news ol 
three prospect! lor nexl 
season They are 
lion I '.ii i"in iCincinnati 
Klder (-2nd in the State 
Insurance Youth 
Tournament Top 40 in Ihe 
National event 
Steve Mossing 
l Napoleon )-Hunner-up in the 
Toledo Juniors 
Mark liomerlelt i Midland 
Dow l.'.S.. Michigan)-6th in 
the Michigan Stale Juniors. 
THANKS TO some fine 
individuals and close team 
unity instilled by Coach 
Piper. Bowling Green has 
proven that it has the ability 
lo play with the "big boys", 
and earned respect in the 
MAC. Midwest and the 
entire country. 
With the added experience 
and top newcomers, the 
Falcons' golf future seems 
brighter and brighter. 
Tom Fortune Stovo Blowerl 
-- IAA Notes -- 
Entries are due today for 
the 1M tennis, golf and coed 
bowling tournaments. The 
tennis and golf competition 
is open to both men and 
women Golf matches will 
be played on Monday and 
Wednesday at 6:00 P M on 
the University course 
Tennis matches will be held 
on Tuesday and Thursday at 
6:30 I'M on the ice arena 
courts The coed bowling 
will take place on Tuesday 
and Thursday at 6 30 P.M. in 
the Buckeye Room 
Entries are available from 
residence hall directors and 
at the IM office. Room 201 
Memorial Pall 
Battling for this vacancy 
are Randy Johnson and 
veteran Norman Snead Joe 
thinks that Snead may be too 
old and that Johnson has the 
youth and "can throw the 
ball like Joe Namath" 
IF JOE GREEN is not in the 
line-up. chances are Scott 
Eaton is in his place Last 
year it came to light that 
perhaps one of the reasons 
he played was due to the fact 
he was white and with Green 
playing. New York had an all 
black defensive backfleld 
"There are extreme 
pressures put on 
professional owners to play 
a certain number of whites." 
explained Green 'Only in 
one city does this not exist 
and that is Kansas City This 
is reflected in the large 
number of blacks in their 
starting line-up " 
Further challenge for 
Green is the addition ol Fred 
Summers from the 
Cleveland Browns But 
Green believes it is 
Summers who must prove 
himsell and he will report to 
camp with the attitude thai 
he is going lo bo the starter 
Last season injuries 
forci-d the Giants to plav 
many individuals out of their 
normal positions Hopefully 
this has now been corrected 
and they will once again 
challange for the division 
title 
ACCORDING TO Green the 
main difference belween 
college and the pros is 
simply that the players are 
bigger and taster in the 
NFL. thus there is lar more 
impact This is something he 
enjoys however, due in part 
perhaps to time spent on the 
specialty learns, or suicide 
squad". 
The most outstanding plav 
which sticks out  in Green's 
SUMMER SPLASH! 
HOWARD JOHNSON'S 
JULY 7 7:00 -   1:00 P.M. 
$1 00   per person 
Swimming — Food — Dancing 
BY0 Beverages 
STUM NTS ISPICIAIL Y MIC0MC 
POOL CAPACITY 200 PEOPLE 
**************t*tt—ft***********************—**** 
ROGERS DRUG AND 
CAMERA SHOP 
135 N MAIN 
CAMERAS - LENSES 
& ACCESSORIES 
Nikon — Pentax 
Leica — Bell & Howell 
Mamiya — Sekor 
Kodak — Polaroid 
PHOTO DARKROOM 
SUPPLIES 
Kodak Paper & Chemicals 
Safelights — Thermometer 
Enlargers — Omega 
Beseler — Vivator 
RENTAL 
Cameras & Projectors 
This owtMiiw looking character it none other than former 
Bowling Green »tar Joe Green. The ex-Falcon is now begin- 
ning his third pro season as a defensive back lor the New York 
Giants. 
mind is ihe tackling of Sonny 
Jurgenson on a desperation 
lake field goal attempt. 
There was a man wide open 
in Ihe end zone and if he had 
gotten the pass off. the 
Giants would have lost the 
game 
In ranking Ihe finesl 
players in the NFL. Green 
lists Alan Page ot 
Minnesola. Ihe top lineman. 
Jimmy Johnson ol San 
Francisco. Ihe leading 
defensive back and Duane 
Thomas  from   Dallas,   the 
best runner 
The most unrecognized 
running back is my 
teammate   Ron   Johnson." 
included Green 
GREEN STILL looks back 
al the Toledo BG game his 
senior year as perhaps his 
saddest moment in sports In 
that game the Falcons 
stormed back From a 17-0 
halflime deficit, only to lose 
on a last second field goal 27- 
26. 
"I still keep informed on 
how BG is doing." said the 
pro footballer. "There are 
other guys on the team from 
the MAC and we kid each 
other about whose school is 
best " 
The approaching training 
camp once again signals the 
never ending light ol proving 
oneself all over again But 
Joe Green is now a veteran 
and not a free agent who 
must be continually doing 
something exciting to 
outshine both the veterans 
and the rookies selecled in 
the draft 
Noted sportscasler 
Ifoward Cosell once said on 
national television that 
pound for pound inch for 
inch. Joe Green is the 
toughest man in pro 
football" Green believes 
that Cosell is a very honest 
and perceptive announcer 
Who's to argue with both 
Poward Cosell and Joe Green'' 
